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In the Matter of Stephen James Buividas
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District Docket No. IV-2015-0018E
LETTER OF ADMONITION (Amended Distribution)

Dear Mr. Buividas:
The
Review Board has reviewed your conduct in
the above matter and has concluded that it was improper.2 Following
a review of the record, the Board determined to impose an
admonition.
Specifically, on May i, 2013, Morningcloud Jones retained you
to represent her in respect of an eye infection that she allegedly
had contracted at a nail salon. On an unidentified date, you
entered into a "cash advance agreement" with Jones, which secured,
against any proceeds received from the nail salon, a loan to Jones
~This letter is corrected to reflect an amended distribution list.
~Chair Frost and Member Boyer were recused.
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from Global Financial Credit, LLC (Global). Under the terms of the
agreement, you were not to release from your trust account any
settlement monies until after Global’s loan to Jones had been
satisfied.
On an unidentified date, Jones’s claim against the nail salon
was settled for $3,500. The "settlement statement," executed by
you and Jones, identified $770 as the amount due to Global.
Nevertheless, on May 15, 2014, you disbursed an unspecified amount
of money to Jones, presumably representing her share of the
settlement proceeds, and an unspecified amount of money to
yourself, in payment of counsel fees. You did not release any
funds to Global, at that time, claiming that Jones had refused to
consent to the payment of the loan in full.
Between May 21, 2014 and March 25, 2015, you attempted to
persuade Jones to authorize the release of the $770 to Global, to
no avail. Finally, on September ii, 2015 -- more than a year-anda-half after the disbursements to Jones and to yourself, and
several months after the DEC had docketed Globai’s grievance -- you
filed an order to show cause seeking to deposit the disputed funds
into court and for a determination in respect of their
distribution. Your delay in seeking the court’s intervention
violated RPC 1.15(b), warranting the imposition of an admonition.
In imposing only an admonition, the Board considered
aggravating and mitigating factors. In aggravation, by disbursing
funds first to your client and to yourself, you breached the
agreement requiring you to
Global’s loan prior to the
disbursement of any portion of the funds to others. In addition,
you delayed in filing an order to show cause for more than oneand-a-half years.
In mitigation, this is your first ethics infraction since
your admission to the bar in 1997; you believed that your client
had objected to payment of the loan in full; you attempted, on
several occasions, to communicate with your client about the issue;
Global’s loan ultimately was satisfied; you cooperated fully with
the DEC’s investigation and took responsibility for your actions,
as evidenced by your consent to discipline; and you enjoy a good
in the community.
Your conduct has adversely reflected not only upon you as an
attorney but also upon all members of the bar. Accordingly, the
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Board has directed the
1:20-15(f)(4).

of this admonition to you. R~

A permanent record of this occurrence has been filed with the
Clerk of the Supreme Court and the Board’s office. Should you
become the subject of any further
it will be taken
into consideration.
The Board has also directed that the costs of the disciplinary
proceedings be assessed against you. An invoice of costs will be
forwarded under separate cover.
Very truly yours,

Ellen A. Brodsky
Chief Counsel
EAB/sl
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